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Abstract
Let D1; D2; : : : ; Dk be simple digraphs with no directed cycles. The ordered Ramsey number
(D1; D2; : : : ; Dk) is the least integer n such that every k-arc-colouring (C1; C2; : : : ; Ck) of the
transitive tournament TTn on n vertices contains a Ci-coloured Di for some i; 16 i6 k. This
de2nition is useful in stating several classical theorems in combinatorics in a uni2ed way and
looking at their possible generalizations. Let Sn; S′n; Pn and tn, respectively, denote the out-star,
in-star, directed path and an oriented tree on n vertices. In this paper, among other things we 2nd
(tm; T Tn); (D; Pn2 ; Pn3 ; : : : ; Pnk ); (Sm; S
′
n), where D is any weakly connected acyclic digraph on
n1 vertices. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 05C55; 06A07
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1. Introduction
We use standard terminology of [1,7]. All our graphs are 2nite and simple. We say
that a vertex v in a digraph D dominates a vertex w if v˜w is an arc in D. An acyclic
digraph D contains no directed cycles; however, its underlying graph may have cycles.
A tournament Tn on n vertices is a digraph obtained from the complete graph Kn by
orienting each of its edges in exactly one way. A tournament Tn is said to be transitive
if u˜w is an arc whenever u˜v and v˜w are arcs, and it is denoted by TTn. We use the
following notation for an arc-coloured tournament T .
• T (W )= subtournament of T induced on W ⊆ V (T ).
• d+(v; T )= out-degree of v in T .
• d−(v; T )= in-degree of v in T .
• N+(v; C; T )= {u∈V : v dominates u with a C-coloured arc in T}.
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• N−(v; C; T )= {u∈V : u dominates v with a C-coloured arc in T}.
• d+(v; C; T )= |N+(v; C; T )|.
• d−(v; C; T )= |N−(v; C; T )|.
An elegant statement in combinatorics is due to Erdo˝s and Szekeres [4]: Every sequence
of n2 + 1 reals contains a monotone subsequence of length n + 1. This statement is
equivalent to saying that every 2-arc-colouring of TTn2+1 contains a monochromatic
directed path on n+1 vertices. So, a natural question arises: Given two acyclic digraphs
D1 and D2, what is the minimum n such that every 2-arc-colouring of TTn contains
a monochromatic D1 or D2? This question and works of Rado [8], Lefmann et al. [5]
and Lefmann [6] motivated us to de2ne ordered Ramsey numbers.
Denition. Let D1; D2; : : : ; Dk be acyclic digraphs. The ordered Ramsey number
(D1; D2; : : : ; Dk) is the minimum integer n such that every k-arc- colouring (C1; C2; : : : ;
Ck) of TTn contains a Ci-coloured Di, for some i; 16 i6 k. A critical (C1; C2; : : : ; Ck)-
colouring of TT(D1 ;D2 ;:::;Dk )−1 is an arc colouring with no Ci-coloured Di, for 16 i6 k.
The existence of (D1; D2; : : : ; Dk) follows by the classical Ramsey theorem. We have
chosen the terminology ordered Ramsey number, as the arcs of a transitive tournament
de2ne a total order on its vertices, and we are looking for a monochromatic order
preserving embedding of a given acyclic-directed graph(:= acyclic order). With this
-notation, we restate some known results.
Theorem A. Let Pn denote the directed path on n vertices.
(1) [8] (P1; P2; : : : ; Pk)= nk + 1, where Pi ∼= Pn+1,
(2) [6] (TTn1 ; Pn2 ; Pn3 ; : : : ; Pnk )= 1 +
∏k
i=1(ni − 1).
In Theorem 2 we give a common generalization of (1) and (2).
2. Basic observations
All the digraphs under the  notation are assumed to be acyclic. We often use the
following simple relations involving ordered Ramsey numbers, which can be easily
proved.
Theorem 1. 1. (D)= |V (D)|.
2. (D1; D2; : : : ; Dk)= (D(1); D(2); : : : ; D(k)); where  is a permutation of
{1; 2; : : : ; k}.
3. (D1; D2; : : : ; Dk)= (D′1; D
′
2; : : : ; D
′
k), where D
′
i is the converse of Di (16 i6 k).
4. (B1; B2; : : : ; Bk)6 (D1; D2; : : : ; Dk), where Bi is a directed subgraph of Di
(16 i6 k).
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5. (D1; D2; : : : ; Dk)¿R(G1; G2; : : : ; Gk), where Gi is the underlying graph of Di
(16 i6 k) and R(G1; G2; : : : ; Gk) is the generalized Ramsey number.
6. (TTn1 ; T Tn2 ; : : : ; T Tnk )=R(n1; n2; : : : ; nk), where R(n1; n2; : : : ; nk) is the classical
Ramsey number.
We next state oriented versions of ChvHatal’s theorem [3] and its generalizations
[2]. Proofs are omitted as these can be proved using the well-known techniques. An
oriented tree tm is an acyclic digraph obtained from an undirected tree on m vertices
by giving exactly one orientation to each of its edges.
Theorem 2. 1. (tm; T Tn)= (m− 1)(n− 1) + 1.
2. (D; Pn2 ; Pn3 ; : : : ; Pnk )= 1 +
∏k
i=1(ni − 1), for every weakly connected acyclic di-
graph D on n1 vertices.
3. (TTn1 ; T Tn2 ; : : : ; T Tnk ; tm)= ((TTn1 ; T Tn2 ; : : : ; T Tnk )− 1)(m− 1) + 1:
4. (D; Pn)=max16j6m {(j− 1)(n− 2)+
∑m
i=j iki}, for any acyclic digraph D with
ki components having exactly i vertices, 16 i6m.
5. (D; T Tn)=max16j6m {(j−1)(n−2)+
∑m
i=j iki}, for any oriented forest D with
ki oriented trees having exactly i vertices, 16 i6m.
3. Stars versus stars
Let Sm; S ′m; Sm;n denote the stars shown in Fig. 1.
Using the pigeonhole principle one can easily show that (Sm; Sn)=m + n − 2. In
contrast to this, the determination of (Sm; S ′n) is much harder. In 2nding (Sm; S
′
n)
we assume w.l.o.g that n¿m since (Sm; S ′n)= (S
′
m; Sn)= (Sn; S
′
m). Moreover, it is
obvious that (S2; S ′n)= n. So, we assume that n¿m¿ 2. In the rest of the paper,
all our results involve only two colours. So, for easy readability, the colours C1 and
C2 will be called as red and blue and will be denoted by R and B, respectively. A
partition of the arcs of TTn into red and blue arcs will be denoted by (R;B).
Theorem 3. (Sm; S ′n)= 	(−1 +
√
1 + 8(m− 2)(n− 2))=2
 + m + n − 2, for any two
integers n¿m¿ 2:
Fig. 1.
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Proof. We 2rst establish the upper bound.
Let g= 	(−1 + √1 + 8(m− 2)(n− 2))=2
. Assume that there is a red–blue-
arc-colouring (R;B) of T =TTg+m+n−2 which contains neither a red Sm nor a blue S ′n.
Let V = {v1; v2; : : : ; vg+m+n−2} be the vertex set of T , where vi dominates vj iK i¿ j.
We have the following relations:
d+(v;R; T )6m− 2 and d−(v;B; T )6 n− 2; for every v∈V: (3.1)
d−(vg+m−k ;R; T )¿ k; for every k; 16 k6 g+ m− 1;
since d−(vg+m−k ; T )= n+ k − 2 and d−(vg+m−k ;B; T )6 n− 2: (3.2)
Let W =V − {v1}: If K = {v∈W : d+(v;R; T (W ))=m− 2}; then |K | 6 n− 2:
For; if v∈K; then v˜v1 is a blue-arc in T: Hence; N−(v1;B; T ) ⊇ K and so;
n− 2¿d−(v1;B; T )¿ |K |: (3.3)
We now count the number ! of red-arcs in T (W ) in two diKerent ways and arrive at
a contradiction.
!¿
(g+ m− 2)(g+ m− 1)
2
: (3.4)
! =
g+m−1∑
j=2
d−(vj;R; T (W )) +
g+m+n−2∑
j=g+m
d−(vj;R; T (W ))
¿
g+m−2∑
k=1
k +
g+m+n−2∑
j=g+m
d−(vj;R; T (W )); by (3:2)
¿
(g+ m− 2)(g+ m− 1)
2
:
!6
(m− 4)(m− 3)
2
+ (n− 2)(m− 2) + (g+ 2)(m− 3): (3.5)
! =
m−2∑
i=2
d+(vi;R; T (W )) +
g+m+n−2∑
i=m−1
d+(vi;R; T (W ))
6
m−4∑
i=1
i +
g+m+n−2∑
i=m−1
d+(vi;R; T (W ));
since d+(vi;R; T (W ))6d+(vi; T (W ))6 i − 2; i=2; 3; : : : ; m− 2:
6
(m− 4)(m− 3)
2
+ (n− 2)(m− 2) + (g+ 2)(m− 3); by (3:1) and (3:3):
g2 + 3g6 2(m− 2)(n− 2)− 2; by (3:4) and (3:5): (3.6)
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Fig. 2. Following the usual practice, we draw a tournament by placing all the vertices in a vertical column
and drawing arcs from an upper vertex to all the vertices below it.
Let l=
√
1 + 8(m− 2)(n− 2). Then g= 	(l−1)=2
¿ (l−3)=2, and so using (3.6),
we deduce the following contradiction:
8(m− 2)(n− 2)= l2 − 1¡ 4g2 + 12g+ 86 8(m− 2)(n− 2):
To establish the lower bound we critically 2-colour the arcs of TTg+m+n−3 by
distinguishing two cases.
Case 1: 06 g6 n− 2.
Schematic representation of a partial critical 2-arc-colouring of T =TTg+m+n−3 is
shown in Fig. 2, with V (T )= {a; a1; a2; : : : ; an−2; b1; b2; : : : ; bg; d1; d2; : : : ; dm−2}. Let
A= {a1; a2; : : : ; an−2}; B= {b1; b2; : : : ; bg} and D= {d1; d2; : : : ; dm−2}. Observe that in
this partial colouring, the set [A; B] of arcs from A to B is the only set of uncoloured
arcs.
To complete the partial colouring, a subset of uncoloured arcs from A to B is coloured
using the following recursion.
We successively associate the subsets Ag; Ag−1; : : : ; A1 ⊆ A with the vertices
bg; bg−1; : : : ; b1, respectively, and join the vertices of Ai to bi with a red-arc as follows:
De2ne Ag= {a1; a2; : : : ; ag} and join a1; a2; : : : ; ag to bg with a red-arc. After de2ning
Ai de2ne Ai−1:={aq; aq+1; : : : ; aq+i}, where q (16 q6 n− 2) is the least integer such
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that the red out-degree of aq is less than m− 2 in the so far coloured tournament. Join
aq; aq+1; : : : ; aq+i to bi with a red-arc. The following recursion describes this colouring
more precisely.
Algorithm 1.
1. For j=1 to n− 2; do d+(aj;R)← 0
2. For i= g down to 1 do
3. begin
4. q← min{j: d+(aj;R)¡m− 2}
5. N−(bi;R)← {aq; aq+1; : : : ; aq+i−1}
6. Ai:={aq; aq+1; : : : ; aq+i−1}
7. For j= q to q+ i − 1; do d+(aj;R)← d+(aj;R) + 1
8. end
Algorithm 1 does terminate and the integer q in step 4 exists since g(g + 1)=26
(m − 2)(n − 2). The arcs from A to B which are not coloured by the algorithm are
coloured blue. We verify that this indeed is a critical 2-colouring, that is, d+(x;R; T )6
m−2, and d−(x;B; T )6 n−2: If x∈{a}∪B∪D, then N+(x;R; T ) ⊆ {d1; d2; : : : ; dm−2};
see Fig. 2. If x∈A, then d+(x;R; T )6m− 2, because every x∈A appears in at most
(m − 2) sets in {A1; A2; : : : ; Ag}. Next N−(a;B; T )= ∅; N−(ai;B; T ) ⊆ {a; a1; a2; : : : ;
ai−1}; N−(di;B; T )= {a1; a2; : : : ; an−2}; see Fig. 2. Clearly, d−(bi; T )= 1 + (n− 2) +
(i − 1) and d−(bi;R; T )= i, since |Ai|= i, for 16 i6 g, so d−(bi;B; T )= n− 2.
Case 2: g¿n− 2.
For convenience, let g=(n − 2) + t; V (T )= {a} ∪ A ∪ B ∪ B′ ∪ D, where A=
{a1; a2; : : : ; an−2}, fB= {b1; b2; : : : ; bt}; B′= {bt+1; bt+2; : : : ; bg}; D= {d1; d2; : : : ; dm−2};
and ai dominates aj; bi dominates bj, and di dominates dj if and only if i¡ j; see
Fig. 3. For later use, we state the following relations involving g; m; n; t.
(g1) g(g+ 1)6 2(m− 2)(n− 2), since g6 (−1 +√1 + 8(m− 2)(n− 2))=2.
(g2) m¿ 2t+3, since 2(n−2)(m−2)¿ g(g+1)= (n−2+ t)(n−1+ t)¿ (n−2)(n+
2t − 1) ¿ (n− 2)(m+ 2t − 1):
(g3) 2m− t−g−5¿ 0, since 2(n−2)(m−2)¿ (n−2)(n+2t−1)= (n−2)(g+ t+1).
To obtain a critical 2-arc-colouring of TTg+m+n−3, we start with the partial 2-colouring
shown in Fig. 3; notice that [A; B ∪ B′ ∪D]∪ [B; B′ ∪D] is the set of uncoloured arcs.
A subset of these arcs are coloured red with the help of a matrix M = [Mij], which
has n − 2 + t(= g) rows and m − 2 columns. The entries of M are the vertices of
B ∪ B′ ∪ D; see Fig. 4. We describe the construction of M in the following six steps.
In this construction, our goal is to put in M , each bi; 16 i6 g exactly i times and
each dj; 16 j6m − 2 exactly t times in such a way that neither two bi’s nor two
dj’s are in the same row. At the outset, we observe that there are enough number
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Fig. 3. The schematic representation of a partial critical 2-arc-colouring of the arcs of
TTg+m+n−3; [A; B ∪ B′ ∪ D] ∪ [B; B′ ∪ D] is the set of uncoloured arcs.
of cells in M to put bi’s and dj’s these many times since it has g(m − 2) cells, and
g(m − 2)¿ g(g + 1)=2 + t(m − 2), by (g1). To colour the uncoloured arcs, we 2rst
associate the rows 1; 2; : : : ; n− 2 with the vertices a1; a2; : : : an−2, respectively, and the
rows n− 1; n; : : : ; g (= n− 2 + t) with the vertices b1; b2; : : : ; bt , respectively. We then
colour the arcs so that the vertices in the ith row of M are the heads of red arcs
with (i) tail ai; for 16 i6 n− 2; and (ii) tail bi−n+2; for n− 16 i6 n− 2 + t. This
arrangement of vertices in M , as shown in Fig. 4, ensures that the colouring is indeed
critical; we will show this fact precisely after the description of M .
Step 1: De2ne
Mi1 = bg; 16 i6 g= n− 2 + t;
Mi2 = bg−1; 16 i6 g− 1;
...
Mi(m−2) = bg−(m−3); 16 i6 g− m+ 3:
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Fig. 4. The entries pi (16 i6 )); qj (16 j6 *) and rk (16 k6 t(t − 1)=2) shown in the matrices P; Q and R are de2ned subsequently.
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Fig. 5.
Fig. 6.
Fig. 7.
Fig. 5 shows this partially de2ned matrix M , where ∗ denotes a cell which is yet to be
de2ned. Notice that each bi occurs exactly i times where g−m+36 i6 g. It is useful
to observe here that the unde2ned cells are in the lower triangle in the (m−2)×(m−2)
submatrix of M obtained by deleting the 2rst g− m+ 2 rows.
We next proceed to de2ne the unde2ned cells by considering various submatrices
of M which together include all the unde2ned cells. In these submatrices (Figs. 6–9),
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Fig. 8.
Fig. 9.
the row numbers and column numbers refer to the respective row or column numbers
of M , as given in Fig. 4.
Step 2: Let P be the (g−m+ 3)× (g−m+ 3) submatrix obtained by deleting the
2rst t columns, the last 2m− g− t− 5 columns, the 2rst (n− g+m− 5) rows and the
last t rows; i.e., P= [Mij], where n− g+ m− 46 i6 n− 2, and t + 16 j6 t + g−
m + 3; see Figs. 4 and 6. We label the unde2ned cells in P as p1; p2; : : : ; p), where
)= 12(g− m+ 2)(g− m+ 3) and de2ne
(p1; p2; : : : ; p))= (bg−m+2; : : : ; bg−m+2︸ ︷︷ ︸
g−m+2 times
; bg−m+1; : : : ; bg−m+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
g−m+1 times
; : : : ; b2; b2︸ ︷︷ ︸
2 times
; b1):
Due to the dimensions of P, it is easily veri2ed that none of the bj’s appear more than
once in the same row; see Fig. 6.
Observe that we have now put each bi exactly i times in M; 16 i6 g, as required.
Step 3: Let S be the t × (m− 2− t) submatrix obtained by deleting the 2rst n− 2
rows and the 2rst t columns, i.e., S = [Mij] where n−16 i6 g and t+16 j6m−2.
The elements of S are de2ned as shown in Figs. 4 and 7; observe that each dj occurs
exactly t times, where 16 j6m− t − 2.
Step 4: Let R be the t × t submatrix obtained by deleting the 2rst n − 2 rows and
the last m − 2 − t columns, i.e., R= [Mij], where n − 16 i6 g and 16 j6 t; see
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Figs. 4 and 8. For convenience we label the unde2ned cells as (r1; r2; : : : rt(t−1)=2) and
de2ne
(r1; r2; : : : rt(t−1)=2)= (dm−t−1; : : : ; dm−t−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
t−1 times
; dm−t ; : : : ; dm−t︸ ︷︷ ︸
t−2 times
; : : : ; dm−4; dm−4︸ ︷︷ ︸
2 times
; dm−3):
Since R is a t × t matrix and the unde2ned cells are in its lower triangle, it follows
that none of these dj’s appear more than once in the same row; see Fig. 8.
Recall that one of our goals is to put each di; 16 i6m − 2, exactly t times.
While in Step 3, we have done this for 16 i6m − t − 2, in Step 4 we have put
dm−t−1; dm−t−2; : : : ; dm−3 exactly t − 1; t − 2; : : : ; 2; 1 times, respectively. So, next we
identify a submatrix which has t(t + 1)=2 unde2ned cells to put dm−t−1; dm−t−2; : : : ;
dm−3; dm−2 exactly 1; 2; : : : ; t times, respectively.
Step 5: Let Q be the (m− t − 3)× (2m− g− t − 5) submatrix obtained by deleting
the 2rst g − m + 3 rows, the last t rows and the 2rst t + g − m + 3 columns, i.e.,
Q= [Mij], where g − m + 46 i6 n − 2 and t + g − m + 46 j6m − 2; see Figs. 4
and 9. By (g3) number of columns in Q; 2m − t − g − 5¿ 0. Moreover, a cell Mij
in Q is either an unde2ned cell or is de2ned as in Step 1; for example, by step 1,
Mg−m+4; t+g−m+4 = bm−t−3 or an unde2ned cell according to whether g−m+46m−t−3
or g − m + 4¿m − t − 3; so in Fig. 9 we have shown Mg−m+4; t+g−m+4 as q=bm−t−3
to indicate that the cell either remains blank or is occupied by bm−t−3. However, we
show below that there remain at least 12 t(t + 1) cells unde2ned in Q after step 4. Let
* denote the number of these unde2ned cells.
As already observed, Steps 1 and 2 ensure that each bi; 16 i6 g appears i times
and so bi’s occupy g(g + 1)=2 cells. In Steps 3 and 4 we have de2ned t(m − 2 − t)
and t(t − 1)=2 cells, respectively. Since M is a g× (m− 2) matrix, we deduce
* = g(m− 2)− 12g(g+ 1)− t(m− 2− t)− 12 t(t − 1)
= (n− 2)(m− 2)− 12g(g+ 1) + 12 t(t + 1); since g= n− 2 + t
¿ 12 t(t + 1); by (g1):
Let q1; q2; : : : q* denote the unde2ned cells; see Fig. 9. De2ne
(q1; q2; : : : ; qt(t+1)=2)= (dm−2; : : : ; dm−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
t times
; dm−3; : : : ; dm−3︸ ︷︷ ︸
t−1 times
; : : : ; dm−t ; dm−t︸ ︷︷ ︸
2 times
; dm−t−1)
and the unde2ned cells if any in (q1; q2; : : : ; q*) are left blank. Since m− t− 3¿ t, by
(g2), none of these dj’s appear more than once in the same row.
We have now 2nished the de2nition of M , and next complete the colouring of the
arcs shown in Fig. 3 as follows.
Step 6: Let Ni be the set of vertices appearing in the ith row of M; 16 i6 (n−2+t).
We colour red, each arc in {˜aix: x∈Ni; 16 i6 n− 2} ∪ {˜bix: x∈Nn−2+i ; 16 i6 t}.
Step 7: All the arcs which remain uncoloured after Step 6, are coloured blue. For
example, every arc a˜idj is uncoloured in Fig. 3, and no dj occurs in the 2rst g−m+3
rows of M . So, every arc a˜idj ∈ [{a1; a2; : : : ; ag−m+3}; D] is coloured blue. Similarly,
every arc in [A; {d1; d2; : : : dm−t−2}] is coloured blue.
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We next show that the above colouring is indeed critical with the help of Fig. 3 and
matrix M shown in Fig. 4.
That d+(x;R; T )6m − 2, for every x in T follows by the following observa-
tions: N+(a;R; T )= {d1; d2; : : : ; dm−2} (Fig. 3); N+(ai;R; T ) ⊆ Ni, for 16 i6 n − 2
(Fig. 4).
N+(bi;R; T )=
{
Nn−2+i ; 16 i6 t (Fig: 4);
{d1; d2; : : : ; dm−2}; t + 16 i6 g (Fig: 3);
N+(di;R; T )= {di+1; di+2; : : : ; dm−2}, for 16 i6m− 2 (Fig. 3).
Hence T contains no red Sm. Similarly, we next verify that d−(x;B; T )6 n− 2 for
every x in T :
N−(a;B; T )= ∅ (Fig: 3); N−(ai;B; T )= {a; a1; a2; : : : ; ai−1}; 16 i6 n− 2 (Fig: 3):
For 16 j6 t: N−(bj;B; T )= {a} ∪ {b1; b2; : : : ; bj−1} ∪ {ai: bj ∈ Ni; 16 i6 n −
2} (Figs. 3 and 4). To 2nd |N−(bj;B; T )|, we require an estimate for |{ai: bj ∈
Ni; 16 i6 n− 2}|; that is, an estimate for the number of rows Ni (16 i6 n− 2) in
M , which do not contain bj; 16 j6 t. Since m6 n, and g= n− 2 + t, we have t6
g−m+2. So, it follows by the description of the matrix P (Step 2) that bj (16 j6 t)
appears in exactly j rows of P, and appears nowhere else in M . So, |{ai: bj ∈ Ni;
16 i6 n− 2}|= n− 2− j. Hence |N−(bj;B; T )|6 1 + (j − 1) + n− 2− j= n− 2.
For t + 16 j6 g: N−(bj;B; T )= {a} ∪ {bt+1; bt+2; : : : ; bj−2; bj−1} ∪ {ai: bj ∈ Ni;
16 i6 n − 2} ∪ {bi: bj ∈ Ni+n−2; 16 i6 t} (Figs. 3 and 4); but, |{ai: bj ∈ Ni; 1
6 i6 n− 2} ∪ {bi: bj ∈ Ni+n−2; 16 i6 t}|=(n− 2 + t)− j, since bj occurs exactly
in j rows of M ; so, |N−(bj;B; T )|=1 + (j − 1− t) + (n− 2 + t)− j= n− 2.
For 16 j6m − t − 2: N−(dj;B; T )= {ai: dj ∈ Ni; 16 i6 n − 2} ∪ {bi: dj ∈
Ni; n− 16 i6 g}= {a1; a2; : : : ; an−2} ∪ ∅ (Fig. 4).
For m − t − 16 j6m − 2: N−(dj;B; T )= {ai: dj ∈ Ni; 16 i6 n − 2} ∪
{bi: dj ∈ Ni+n−2; 16 i6 t} (Fig. 4); but, |{ai: dj ∈ Ni; 16 i6 n − 2} ∪ {bi: dj ∈
Ni+n−2; 16 i6 t}|=(n− 2 + t)− t= n− 2, since every dj occurs exactly in the t of
the rows of M . Hence, T contains no blue S ′n.
4. Double stars versus double stars
In this section, we extend Theorem 3 to double stars Sm;n.
Theorem 4. (Sn; Sq;r)= (Sn; S ′q) + (Sn; Sr)− 1= (Sn; S ′q) + n+ r − 3.
Proof. Let t= (Sn; S ′q) + (Sn; Sr) − 1= ) + * − 1 (say). To prove the upper bound
let V = {v1; v2; : : : ; v*−1; v*; : : : ; vt} be the vertex set of a TTt whose arcs are arbitrarily
coloured red or blue; as before assume that v˜ivj is an arc iK i¿ j. Assuming that TTt
contains no red Sn, we show that it contains a blue Sq;r .
Let W = {vi: *6 i6 t}. So |W |= )= (Sn; S ′q) and hence the subtournament T (W )
of TTt contains a blue S ′q, since TTt does not contain red Sn. Let v be the centre
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of this blue S ′q. Since |V −W |= * − 1= (Sn; Sr) − 1= n + r − 3, by the pigeonhole
principle, either |N+(v;R; T T (V −W )|¿ n−1 or |N+(v;B; T T (V −W )|¿ r−1. Since
TTt does not contain a red Sn; |N+(v;B; T T (V −W )|¿ r − 1. Hence v is the centre
of a blue Sr (and a blue S ′q). So v is the centre of a blue Sr;q.
For the lower bound, a critical (R;B)-colouring of TTt−1, is shown in Fig. 10,
where T denotes a critical (R;B)-coloured TT(Sn;S′q)−1.
Theorem 5. (Sm;n; Sq;r)= (S ′m; Sq;r) + (Sn; Sq;r)− 1.
Proof. Let x= (S ′m; Sq;r) + (Sn; Sq;r)− 1.
To prove the upper bound let v1; v2; : : : ; vx be the vertices of a TTx whose arcs are
coloured red or blue arbitrarily. Assuming that (R;B) contains no blue Sq;r , we show
that it contains a red Sm;n. Let R ⊂ V be the set of vertices generated by the following
recursion.
Algorithm 2.
1. S ← {Vx; Vx−1; : : : ; Vx−(S′m;Sq; r)+2}; R← ∅
2. For i=1 to (Sn; Sq;r) do
3. begin
4. S ← S ∪ {Vx−(S′m;Sq; r)+2−i}
5. r(i)← max{j: vj ∈ S, and vj is the centre of a red S ′m in T (S)}
6. R← R ∪ {vr(i)}; S ← S − {vr(i)}
7. end
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The integer r(i) in Step 5 exists because |S|= (S ′m; Sq;r) and the given (R;B)-arc-
colouring of TTx does not contain a blue Sq;r . Since |R|= (Sn; Sq;r), the subtournament
TT (R) contains a red Sn. Let v be the centre of this red Sn. Since v∈R; v is the centre
of a red S ′m; so v is the centre of a red Sm;n.
To prove the lower bound we construct a critical (R;B)-colouring of TTx−1 as
follows: Take a critical (R;B)-coloured TT(S′m;Sq; r)−1 and a critical (R;B)-coloured
TT(Sn;Sq; r)−1 and join every vertex of the former to the latter by a red-arc.
Remark. In Section 1 we observed a connection between (Pn; Pn) and a theorem of
Erdo˝s and Szekeres [4]. A similar interpretation can be given to Theorem 3:
Every sequence a1; a2; : : : ; a(Sm;S′n) of reals contains
either (i) a subsequence as; ai1; ai2; : : : ; ai(m−1) such that
as6 ai1; ai2; : : : ; ai(m−1); and s¡ i1¡ · · ·¡i(m− 1)
or (ii) a subsequence at ; aj1; aj2; : : : ; aj(n−1) such that
at ¡aj1; aj2; : : : ; aj(n−1) and j1¡j2¡ · · ·¡j(n− 1)¡t:
This can be seen as follows: For a sequence a1; a2; : : : take a transitive tournament
such that there is a vertex corresponding to each ai, orient edge aiaj towards aj iK
j¿ i, and colour it red if ai6 aj, blue if ai ¿aj.
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